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Introduction
This document consists of all the new features, the upgrades and the known issues for release 5.6. Although all
functionalities have been rigorously tested, please share unlisted items in Test Monitor. This process lists the
unknown issue for future release. If you read about any features that are not available in your standard SFS360
platform configuration, please contact your SFS account manager so these configuration settings can be
explored.

New features
1. It is now possible to upload two different rates for single and double use of the single/double room.

2. In the languages & text page is a new added section called cancel voucher. In this section it is possible to
edit the information shown on the cancel voucher mobile page.

Upgraded features
1. On the BRE communication page some airports were shown under the country “world”. This is now
changed to the country that those airports are actually in.
2. Ground handler set up has been updated with the following points: It is now possible to enter different
characters than letters, the last added flight information is saved and it is possible to search on PNR
only.
3. On the add passenger manually pop up in the PNR field it is only possible to add numbers from 1-9 and
the letters of the alphabet. Using other characters will give an error message
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4. On the add hotel registration process, countries with special characters are now shown normal instead
of ?.
5. On the passenger detail page under the frequent flyer status drop-down there were double items that
are now removed.
6. It is possible to change a hotel to a non-contracted by deleting the contracted rates from the edit hotel
page.
7. On the mobile page when 2 passengers are travelling together. It now gives a room indication on the
room selection page.
8. Update on the global partner hotels. When the hotels have no availability it is now shown as an –
instead of the ∞ .
9. Sender ID for example airline name is now displayed on all communication sent out by SMS including
the QR code banner.

Known issues
1. Only hotels that currently have availability are shown in the hotel dashboard. The hotels that already
have rooms booked are not shown in the hotel dashboard if they don’t have additional rooms available.
2. When booking an S/D room there is no difference between the price for booking a room for 1 or 2
people. In both cases the price for 2 people is taken.

GDPR
No GDPR issues reported or changed
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